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ABSTRACT OF PRESENTATION
TITLE: Welding Development at Marshall Space Flight Center
This paper presents the basic understanding of the friction stir welding process. It covers process
description, pin tool operation and materials, metal flow theory, mechanical properties, and
materials welded using the process. It also discusses the thermal stir welding process and the
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• Jeff Ding brought FSW to the NASA agency in 1995.
• Patented by The Weld Institute (TWI) Cambridge, U.K in 1991.
• Solid state (non-melting) joining process using frictional heat
to raise temperature into the metals plastic state.
• Recognized as significant advancements in welding technology.
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Macro transverse section of FSW
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• Tool serves 3 primary functions:
• Heat: Heating of workpiece
• Stir: Movement of material to product the joint
• Forge: Contaiment of material
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FSW Benefits










• Exit hole left after withdrawing tool.
• Significant down force and traversing forces required.
• Lacks the flexibility of manual and arc processes.
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Production Benefits
Obtained with FSW
• The formation of low distortion, solid-phase, welds of repeatable high quality
and mechanical properties, which could improve existing products and lead to
asubstantial number of new product design opportunities, hitherto not
possible, in many different industries.
• Low welding operation costs due to the low welding power requirement and
the elimination of filler wires, weld pool shielding gases and the special joint
edge preparations required by fusion welding techniques.
• The machine tool operation, once correctly set, does not require operator skill
and the machine settings can be easily monitored to provide in-process weld
quality assurance.
• The process is clean and does not produce any major safety hazards, such as
welding fume or radiation.
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Generally the shoulder is twice as wide as the pin.
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Basic shoulder geometries
Cross sections of pin tool
Concave smooth shoulder
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~ Weld Tool Pin Configurations .Z"@., .
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Threaded features on either
cylindrical or tapered pin
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Theorized Metal Flow Paths in FSW
Workpiece/Pin Tool Interaction
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Kinematic mathematical model approach defines the
theoretical flow fields and resultant currents
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Shear texture bands are observed
in the weld nugget
Similar texture has been reported in weld nuggets,
independent of the initial PM texture
(6063) DP Field, et. al., 2001.
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Retreating side Advancing side.
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Sharp boundary exists between











Studies were conducted to
trace variations in the metal flow paths
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117 each 6.5 " welds
-Tungsten wire: 0.001" dia
-AI 2219 plates: 0.25" thick







Colligan, Welding Journal, 1999.
Seidel & Reynolds, Met. & Mat. Trans. A, 2001.
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Strain experienced by the metal
can be determined from a
wire marker spacing
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Chapter 3: Temperature Distribution and Resulting Metal Flow
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Summary of metal flow variation








7000 Ibf /300 RPM /4.5 ipm
C20
7000 Ibf /300 RPM /4.5 ipm
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Self Reacting Friction Stir Welding
(SR-FSW)
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Similar Macro Transverse Sections





Macro transverse section of SR-FSW
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• A new solid state welding process similar to friction
stir welding (FSW) but with independent stirring,
heating and forging function controls.
• Joins similar and dissimilar metals.
.• More degrees of freedom for greater process control
and optimization.
• Provides mechanical means to produce localized
superplastic material in high melting alloys, i.e.,
titanium.
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• Key-hole close out
• Joining of dissimilar metals
• Elimination of backside anvil
• Optional inert processing
environment









~ Thermal Stir Welding
Prototype System
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Macro transverse section of TSW
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Macro transverse section of
conventional FSW
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